Books Received by Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Law
BOOKS RECEIVED*
FUNDAMENTAL LEGAL CONCEPTS OF CHINA AND THE WEST: A COM-
PARATIVE STUDY. Hyung L. Kim: Port Washington, New York: Ken-
nikat Press Corp., 1981. $17.50, cloth.
WAR AND CHIVALRY. Malcolm Vale: Athens, Georgia: University
of Georgia Press, 1981. Pp. 200. $25.00, cloth.
POLITICAL CONFLICT IN THAILAND. David Morell and Chai-anan
Samudavanija: Cambridge, Massachusetts: Oelgeschlager, Gunn &
Hain, 1981. Pp. 362.
DEFINITIONS AND MEASUREMENTS OF DETENTE: EAST AND WEST
PERSPECTIVES. Daniel Frei, Editor: Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Oelgeschlager, Gunn & Hain, 1981. Pp. 213.
TRANSNATIONAL LEGAL PRACTICE. Dennis Campbell, Editor:
Deventer, Netherlands: Kluwer Law and Taxation Publishers, 1982.
Volumes I and II, Pp. 387. $90.00, cloth (Dfl. 180).
THE LAW AND PRACTICE OF INTERNATIONAL FINANCE. Phillip
Wood: New York, New York: Clark Boardman, 1981. Pp. 714 + Ap-
pendices. $75.00
BEYOND CAMP DAVID: EMERGING ALIGNMENTS AND LEADERS IN
THE MIDDLE EAST. Paul A. Jureidini and R.D. McLaurin: Syracuse,
New York: Syracuse University Press, 1981. Pp. 155 + notes. $18.00,
cloth; $8.95, paper.
JURIDICAL POSITIVISM AND HUMAN RIGHTS. Mieccyslaw Maneli:
New York, New York: Hippocrene Books, 1981. Pp. 406.
THE ARAB STATES AND THE PALESTINE CONFLICT. Barry Rubin:
Syracuse, New York: Syracuse University Press, 1981. Pp. 320.
$22.00, cloth; $10.95, paper.
THE KURDISH QUESTION IN IRAQ. Edmund Ghareeb: Syracuse, New
York: Syracuse University Press, 1981. Pp. 240. $22.00, cloth.
CHANGE AND THE MUSLIM WORLD. Phillip H. Stoddard, David C.
Cuthell, and Margaret W. Sullivan: Syracuse, New York: Syracuse
University Press, 1981. Pp. 208. $9.95, paper.
DUTIES BEYOND BORDERS: ON THE LIMITS AND POSSIBILITIES OF
ETHICAL INTERNATIONAL POLITICS. Stanley Hoffmann: Syracuse,
New York: Syracuse University Press, 1981. Pp. 288. $18.00, cloth;
$9.95, paper.
GA. J. INT'L & COMP. L.
INTERNATIONAL REGULATION OF INTERNAL RESOURCES. Mahnoush
H. Arsanjani: Charlottesville, Virginia: University Press of Virginia,
1981. Pp. 558. $37.50, cloth.
CIVIL JUDGMENT RECOGNITION AND THE INTEGRATION OF
MULTIPLE-STATE ASSOCIATIONS. Robert C. Casad: Lawrence, Kan-
sas: Regents Press of Kansas, 1982. $25.00, cloth.
MALPRACTICE: ANTITRUST AS AN AUSTRALIAN poshlost. V.G. Ven-
turini: Sydney, Australia: Non Mollare, 1981. Pp. 440. $14.95, cloth.
HUMAN RIGHTS, EUROPEAN POLITICS, AND THE HELSINKI ACCORD.
Igor I. Kavass, Jacqueline P. Granier and Mary F. Dominick editors:
Buffalo, New York: William S. Hein & Co., 1981. V. I, Pp. 419. $285,
6 bound volumes.
*The inclusion of a book in this section does not preclude its subse-
quent review.
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